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Welcome to the second edition of Walkden
Town Centre magazine, we hope you like it
and as always we welcome your feedback.
There are a lot of interesting features about
the Centre’s stores and the people who work
here serving you each day, check in on Livy
for an interesting insight on how her day
working at an Opticians unfolds. We have
a look at health and fitness too with Boots
Health Check & our feature on Summer
diet improvements that can make a big
difference. Meanwhile there’s an informative
piece about the history of one of the centre’s
most popular stores, Winders Carpets.
We have a fun children’s page, and a
guide to what’s going on at the centre
throughout the rest of the year. There’s lots
of interesting behind the scenes facts from
our independent stores, along with a catchup on Walkden Community to see what they
have in store this year and how you can get
involved.
If you would like more information about an
article in this edition or would like to suggest
something for the next edition, we would
love to hear from you...
Please email us on: Walkden@fabem.co.uk
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| WALKDEN INDEPENDENTS... Jasmine Walne Design

Jasmine style

J

asmine Walne is an abstract
artist and surface designer,
Jasmine is fascinated by
colour and form and how the
two can be combined to create
beautiful design.
She graduated with a First Class
Honours Degree in Textiles in
Practice, and has since won the
Albert Gubay Enterprise Award.
From there, she has opened her
own shop and studio in Walkden
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on Edgerton
Walk
where she
uses the space to run
workshops and sell her works.
She produces design-led
contemporary greetings cards,
prints and original artwork as
well as facilitating popular art and
design workshops. She facilitates
workshops for the general public
alongside working in the arts
for wellbeing sector, using art
and creativity as a tool to benefit
people’s well being.
Over the summer Jasmine is

running a host of “Summer Art
School” workshops for children
of all age groups including
preschool/toddler, alongside
adult classes. The classes cover a
range of art and design processes
including drawing, painting,
printmaking and crafts, as well
as specific techniques such as
watercolour, acrylic paint and
perspective. Keep your eye
out for the latest timetables
or visit her website at www.
jasminewalnedesign.co.uk
or follow her on Facebook at
jasminewalnedesign.

| WALKDEN INDEPENDENTS... Yellow

Yellow is the colour

L

indsey is the owner of
Yellow, a brand new and
already busy hairdressers
on Edgerton Walk in Walkden
Town Centre.
While the shop maybe new,
Lindsey explains that hairdressing
is not, “I set up my conservatory
into a salon and used to have
ladies coming to me, but I was
running out of room and decided
that the time was right for a
salon, back in November last
year. Before that I worked for 12
years at a salon in Little Hulton,
hairdressing is something I’ve
always wanted to do from being
little, this is my dream job.”
How Lindsay arrived in Walkden
is a long story, starting in her
training in Manchester and then
moving into hair replacement
(wigs) that saw her moving to
America to train before returning
to the UK and hairdressing.
Leading her path to the doorway
of Yellow.
Lindsey explained the name,
“Yellow is my sisters favourite
colour and one Christmas her

Lindsey went on to explain that
shopping centre was an ideal
choice being indoors and more
importantly allowing her to clock
off and spend time with her
young family. The real surprise
being the number of people
just walking in and as Lindsey
mentions “I’d say we’ve had 80%
new people coming in and being
next to Lowry’s Café which is so
busy has really helped us as a new
business”

children gave her a box of yellow
things and it made us all smile
and happy, so we thought why not
call the shop Yellow!”

Being in a salon has also allowed
her to broaden the range offered,
so you can experience the
skills of their beauty therapists,
treat yourself to a new look for
your nails or even have a body
composition scan, as well as a
normal haircut.
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| WALKDEN INDEPENDENTS... Accessories for the home

All the accessories you
could need for your home

S

amantha runs the chic
Accessories for Home store
based on Egerton Walk in
Walkden Town Centre, with its
range of Industrial and Vintage
styles of furniture, from small
items like gifts and glass hanging
planters through large cabinets
and chairs.
Walking in the store there is
always something to catch the
eye, quirky and unique, which
sums up the ideals of creating the
business in the first place.
Samantha explained that she
setup the shop in May 2017, after
having an online store prior to
that, but felt a showroom would
better create the right atmosphere
to display the varied ranges and
allow people to connect with her
style of accessories and allow
imagination of how something
would look in a home setting.
Her past experience is in
working in project management
and creating design concepts
for refurbishing hotel rooms
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and student accommodations.
Looking to bring about the right
feel for each venue, which then
led this to a passion for wanting

to showcase these unique items
to the public and a need for more
family time is how the business
started.
The range is so diverse and the
price range starts from just
£5, but style instead of mass
produced items with easy reach,
with some exclusive suppliers
you will not find elsewhere.
Samantha mentioned that “I
can source almost anything and
offer guidance and advice should
you be remodelling a room or
considering a new look, just come
and ask.”
Looking to the future is now
about spreading the word and
helping more people to create
their own unique styles at home.

| WALKDEN INDEPENDENTS... Specscart

Specscart strikes a
new look

O

ne of the most unique ideas
has come from Siddharth
Sethi, the young man
behind this new brand launched
at Walkden Town Centre. Backed
by the Manchester Enterprise
centre, which is part of Manchester
University and winner of the 2017
Albert Gubay Enterprise Award,
comes a whole new way to look at
your pair of glasses.
March 2017, a few International
Business students at The University
of Manchester wondered, “If
people can own 10 pairs of shoes
for different occasions, why not the
same for eyeglasses?” The problem
was that glasses frames for men
and women were being sold at
ridiculous prices. So Specscart.
co.uk was born, bypassing all
middlemen and saving costs.
The idea was combating the high
cost of frames and lens by heavily
researching the market place to
find stunning quality at everyday
prices instead of the normal high
street cost. Since launching the
store earlier this year, the business
has shown customers a way to
own many different styles to suit
your mood, the way to dress or go
out, doing away with the boring

one look many people who wear
glasses have to endure, all at an
unbelievably low cost. His vision
will have us see glasses as a fashion
accessory rather than just a

necessity, you would pick your style
from designer ranges and only wait
days not weeks to receive your great
new look.
The truth is always in the reviews;
Steven Leonard Dyson said “I am
really happy with my glasses, there
is a huge selection to choose from.
The young man in the Walkden
branch is brilliant, customer
focused and explains everything
about the ethos of the brand and
the quality you get, you don’t wait
over a week in fact you get your
glasses in the next day or two. The
price is really good and includes
with your glasses, a hard case,
cleaning cloth with spray and mini
screwdriver. Amazing.”
Proving they are very much on
trend with the right ideas has led to
Specscart being announced winners
of Venture Further 2018, a business
start-up award here in Manchester,
supporting local businesses.
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A day in the life at an
Walkden in the garden

OPTICIANS

W

orking in
the Walkden
branch of
Yates and Suddell is
nothing new to Livy.
Though the firm
has a history going
back to 1944 with
branches locally in the
Manchester area, she
has been serving at
the store for 3 years,
starting as a Saturday
person, with dreams of
being a barrister, then
she got the Optician
bug and stayed.
Her job is a mix of
customer interaction,
helping them choose
their new look and
daily paperwork that
the customers never see
to processing orders for
their new glasses to be
made.
One of the fun things
that Livy likes about the
role is the people who
come into the store,
sometimes they come
in, sit down and have
a chat about how their
day has been whilst in
for an eye test.

Her role is very
community based with
regular customers, all
of who Livy enjoys
interacting with,
especially Sidney who
comes past every day.
One of the more
important aspects is
spotting ill health by
looking at people’s
eyes, she told us that
customers have even
been referred to
hospital, “people don’t
realise that an Optician
can spot health
problems not related
to your eyes, so it’s like
having a health check,
not just an eye check.”
Livy is really hoping
to train to become a
dispensing Optician,
by working at the
branch for four days
and then heading off
to university for one
day each week. Then
hopefully with further
training, becoming a
fully qualified optician
and maybe even her
own store in the far
future.
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What can we be doing?
It’s still not too late
to fertilize your trees
and shrubs. Use a
Rhododendron or
Evergreen type of plant
food to feed evergreens
and other acid loving
plants like Azaleas
and Rhododendrons,
Camellias and Junipers.
Also Use an all-purpose
garden fertilizer to feed
roses, deciduous shrubs
and trees, but be sure
to water the fertilizer
in thoroughly after it is
applied. While talking
of roses keep a vigilant
eye on the roses, do keep
them sprayed for aphids
and other pests and
diseases such as black
spot.
It’s also time to think
about our lawns, after
such a harsh winter there
will be damage to repair,
get those weeds out that
are killing the grass, feed
the lawn, then scatter the
fresh seeds promptly after
cutting, so as to use the
cut grass as mulch which
also keeps the birds away
too. While setting your
mower for a higher cut
during the spring months
will help the grass to grow
in fuller and help choke
out any remaining weeds.
Now let’s turn our
thoughts to the veg, have
you got your seeds ready?
Yes you can buy expensive
garden centre seeds, but
I get just as good a result
from bargain priced
stores. Carrots, Lettuce,
Potatoes, Corn, Beans,
Peas and most popular
vegetables, with the
exception of the warmer

weather crops, can be
seeded or planted into
the vegetable garden at
any time now. But do wait
until the warmer weather
appears before planting
crops like Tomatoes,
Squash, cucumber,
pumpkins and peppers.
Looking towards the
flowers, there does seems
to be a lot on offer,
Pansies, Snapdragons,
Dianthus, Petunias,
Geraniums, Fuchsias and
Impatiens all should be
ready to plant by now. It
will also be warm enough
to plant out the more
tender annuals like Salvia,
Zinnias, Marigolds and
Cardinal Flowers. Let’s not
forgot the bulbs Dahlias,
Gladiolas, Lilies, Cannas
and other summer
flowering bulbs can be
planted now. Gladiolas
bulbs may be planted at 2
week increments until the
first of July to provide you
with cut flowers until the
first frost or add that extra
excitement to patio pots
through the summer.
Lastly the gardener’s worst
enemy, slugs and snails
will be out in full force
right now... and they are
ravenous! Be sure to take
steps to control them
now, before they have a
chance to reproduce and
devastate your garden.
And let’s not forget some
of the first flowers you’ll
see will be weeds, you
need to work to eliminate
weeds, roots and all,
before they have a chance
to go to seed, or you will
be fighting them for years
to come.

Which pet is right for your budget?

P

ets bring a lot of joy to our
lives, and many of us don’t
know where we would be
without them. However, not
everyone has the budget for
the pet that they want, or they
aren’t sure what their budget
will actually cover. Here is a list
of popular pets and their rough
costs over the course of their life,
helping you to determine which
one is right for you.
Rabbits
Rabbits are friendly and
affectionate pets that tend to cost
around £600 per year to look
after. This includes their food and
bedding (the latter of which needs
to be changed very regularly),
as well as the cost of an annual
check-up with your local vet.
The cost of purchase can vary,
depending on if you rescue a
rabbit or buy one from a breeder.
This leaves the initial cost of
purchase in the range of £25-£500
on average.

Hamsters
These are some of the cheapest
and sweetest pets around, so if
you have a very small budget but
are looking for a friendly pet, a
hamster could be right for you.
They cost around £250 a year,

which includes things like their
food, bedding, and a couple of
toys to keep them entertained.
Plus, they tend to benefit from
low vet costs. Hamsters can be
purchased for as little as £10 and
don’t tend to cost more than £50.

Small birds
Birds are intelligent and friendly
pets, and their annual costs can
be as low as £250 a year – as long
as you know how to take care
of them. If you aren’t really sure
what to do with a bird or how to
keep them, you could find that
vet fees escalate at a rate that
you weren’t quite expecting. The
annual cost here includes food,
bedding, and a few toys for them
to play with and to keep them
entertained – something that they
really need. The cost of purchase
can be as low as £10 and could
even go up to £100, it really
depends on the type of bird and
where you buy it.

Dogs
One of the most popular pets,
dogs don’t always fit into a low
budget. Their initial costs can
vary massively, depending on
where you get them and which
breed they are. It can be anything
from £160 to £3,000. As for their
annual costs, they tend to be
around £1,200 on average each
year. This includes food, toys,
bedding, and insurance – as well
as an annual check-up with your
vet. Of course, the annual cost can
fluctuate depending on the size of
the dog too.

Vet bills
You should always budget
for an emergency visit to the
vet. Animals of all ages will
find themselves getting into
mischief at some point, so
you must ensure that you
have money put aside for a
visit to the vet if your animal
becomes unwell. There
are also charities like the
PDSA which can help fund
treatment for a pet if you
find yourself unable to pay
anything.
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The Silver Screen Club

W

alkden Pop-up
Cinema is
hosting a new
event, showing classic
films from the 40’s, 50’s
and 60’s every two weeks
free on a Thursday at
11am and everyone is
invited.
Keep an eye out around
the centre or on our
Facebook page for updates
on what’s showing when.
Lowry’s Café will be on
hand to supply Tea’s and
Coffee’s for a more relaxed
entertainment experience.
The films shown can be
chosen by club members,
it’s free to attend and can
be done by contacting
Walkden Town Centre
to express an interest or
email: more@fabem.co.uk
for details.
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...

Walkden walks into the past

Winders Carpets, a 183 year old name you can trust.
Phil Winder is the latest in a
long line of family members to
run the Carpet business, Eddie
Winder being the person who
brought it to the Market Hall in
Walkden from Salford in 1974,
then when the Market Hall closed
they transferred it into what is
now Walkden Town centre.

However Phil told us ‘We started
in Salford in 1835 selling from
carts also working the markets
around Salford and Manchester.’
He went on to mention that
‘The council named a road after
my grandad John Henry for his
contribution for his work towards
the Salford community in charity
and fundraising and Edward
Winder carried this on with
Destination Disney for children
to go to America who had
terminal illnesses”

St Edmund in Little Hulton and
St. Peter and Paul’s in Salford to
name but a few. It was my father
who was the one who moved
the business up to Walkden in
1974.”
Mark is the smiling person
you’ll see in the store, to meet
and greet you and help make
the right choice, whatever the
style your looking for, or even
a custom service. Be it carpet,
vinyl or hard floor, he’ll do his
best to match it.
All this is backed up with
a home visit to measure
and make sure that
everything will look just
as you imagined. They
even travel anywhere
in the northwest and
possibly even beyond.
For that something extra,
look to the back page
for a discount
coupon and get
an extra 10% off
their ranges.

“John Henry was known as
Jack Winder who the road was
named after. He did a lot of
charity boxing matches for local
churches in the Salford area, like
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M

y name is Bhavin
and I have been
a Pharmacist at
Boots UK for many years.
Many customers come to see
me for advice on a variety of
different minor ailments, and
I am always happy to help.
As a pharmacist, I have been
through five year’s training and all members of
the pharmacy team have received healthcare
training too. We would always encourage anyone
with healthcare concerns to speak to us and we’ll
always advise you to see your doctor when this is
necessary.

Health Check with...

At this time of year two of the most common
enquiries we receive from our patients are related
to hayfever and holiday travel. If you are thinking
of going away and are concerned about the risks
of malaria and what you might need to consider
before going away, do not hesitate to book in with
myself for a consultation.
As hayfever is very common at this time of year,
let’s talk about that.
What is Hayfever?
Hayfever affects up to 1 in 5 people at some stage
of their life and occurs when someone suffers an
allergic reaction to pollen. Other causes of allergy
symptoms are mould spores (usually late March
to November peaking around late summer/early
autumn).
What are the causes/symptoms of hayfever?
Pollen is treated as an invader by the body which
in turn responds by releasing a chemical called
histamine into the bloodstream, which in turn
causes swelling and inflammation in the sinuses,
nose and membranes of the eyes and triggers
sneezing all in an attempt to block more of
this allergen entering the body. Histamine also
allows extra fluid to enter the nasal tissue causing
congestion, itching and a runny nose. Hayfever
symptoms usually start during childhood but can
occur at any stage in life.
Why do only some people get hayfever?
This is largely unknown, however some evidence
does suggest that hayfever and other types of
allergies are hereditary. We also know that people
with asthma or eczema are more likely to develop
hayfever.
Why are my symptoms worse some days?
Your symptoms largely depend on what the pollen
count is on the day. This unfortunately fluctuates
daily depending on the weather.

What type of pollen may be causing my hayfever?
This usually depends on what time of year it is, but
generally the pollen is:
• Spring – Tree Pollen
• Late spring and summer – Grass pollen
• Early spring into late autumn – Pollen from weeds
It is worth noting that it is common for people to be
allergic to more than one type of pollen.
What can help with the symptoms of hayfever?
There is a large variety of products available to you
to both help prevent and treat hayfever. Allergy
barrier nasal sprays can help prevent pollen entering
the nostrils and there is a range of medications
available to treat hayfever symptoms. What might
be most suitable for you depends on a number
of factors including your symptoms; options can
include oral antihistamines, sodium cromoglicate
eye drops and corticosteroid nasal sprays. If you are
experiencing any symptoms and require any help
please come and see me or one of my healthcare
team who will be more than happy to help you
decide the most appropriate course of treatment or
prevention.
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Step into Summer with
a healthy food diet

S

pring is a great time to start afresh,
with winter behind us and the evenings
getting longer, many people decide to
improve their lifestyle habits. Everyone has some
advice to help you along the way, it is best to use
common sense and seek out what is best for you.

Myths about eating healthy
When people think about healthy
eating, they often have extreme
views of what this is, like eating
mounds of obscure vegetables,
topped up with lettuce, lentils
and beans. Truly balanced
healthy eating isn’t like that at all.
It’s more like the following;

5 a day of fruit and veg
Fruit and vegetables are nature’s
superfoods, they can give us
vitamins and help protect our
bodies from disease later in
life. They’re also naturally low
in fat and calories and so won’t
affect your waistline. Aim for a
minimum of five portions of fruit
and vegetables each day, and try
to keep it varied, or boredom
soon sets in.

Switch to low fat dairy foods
Dairy foods are loaded with
essential goodies like protein and
calcium - the natural superfoods
that help bones grow and remain
strong. Although nutritious, dairy

products can add extra fat to the
diet, a great option would be to
switch to;
• low-fat milk and yoghurt
• reduce your portions of cheese
• try lower fat varieties of goats
cheese or reduced fat
cheddar cheese

Get some wholegrain
satisfaction
A bowl of porridge and choosing
whole grains such as wholemeal
bread, brown rice and high fibre
breakfast cereals can
help give you the
energy
you
need to
keep going
through
your busy day.
These special
foods have the added advantage of
providing fibre which helps keep
your digestive system healthy as
well as keeping you feeling fuller
for longer.

Drink more water
The amount of fluid we need
depends on how active we are and
how warm it is. To stay healthy we
should drink about 8 glasses or
1.2 litres per day. Water and milk
are the best choices for drinking
regularly throughout the day.

Keep it lean
While we all love our sausages
and rashers, along with a ham
sandwich now and again, these
processed meats tend to contain a
lot of saturated fat and salt. Why
not try to eat lean red meat and
poultry more often, helping to cut
down on salt and fat for a healthy
heart

Summer Walks
Lastly, walking is one of
the simplest forms of
exercise and probably
the easiest to
work into your
everyday life,
why not walk to
the shops if it’s just a five minute
trip in the car, or get a fitness
tracker for your phone and see
how many steps you
have done each day
and try to
beat it.
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in the community

E

laine Fox is the community
champion at Walkden
Town Centre’s Tesco store,
working behind the scenes she
helps with many projects and
causes in the area and we asked
her to tell us about a recent one.
“I saw on facebook that this
local Walkden family had put a
‘gofund’ page up for a Garden
for WILLIAM, I read it and was
touched by it. It had been going
four months and only had £350
on and it said it needed £1000.”
Local boy 2yr old William
Prince had a heart attack at 8
days old and it has left him with
visual impairment and a heart
condition, his family set up a
‘gofund’ page to raise money to
make the back garden level and
safe for him and his sister (4yrs)

By sheer coincidence their father
used to work at Tesco while he
was a student, Elaine mentioned.
“I sent Rachel, who is the mother
of William a message to contact
me she did and we had a meeting
at store to discuss how I wanted to
help her family on behalf of Tesco
Walkden she was so pleased.”
Elaine was able to convince the
Manager to run an instore Prize
Draw for a Samsung Smart Oven
and even managed to do a bucket
collection from both staff and
customers, which raised £500.
Elaine then contacted Rachel
again to arrange for her to bring
William instore so the Store
Manager Paul Fallon and herself
could present them with a cheque
for the money. But it wasn’t just

money, Elaine also gave William
a Star Wars figure and his sister a
Frozen doll
A local landscape gardener, Sam
Wilkinson saw the facebook
‘gofund’ and offered to help for
free, she has levelled the ground
and is working on putting in the
raised beds with sleepers then
astro turf. The final result will give
the family a safe and secure area
for William to play safe so family
time will be more relaxed for both
children.
Elaine told us “We are so pleased
that Tesco could help make a
difference to a family in our
Walkden community and we are
proud to be supporting our local
community.”

Problems solved at Heel & Key Bar

P

aul has been in Walkden
Town Centre for 24
years and seen the place
change and grow over that
time, providing repairs and
replacements for many a year.
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But Paul mentioned that Heel
& Key Bar is more than just a
normal shoe mending service, he
offers services like helping people
with Leg Length Discrepancy, by
building up foot-ware based on

the hospital issued counterpart,
giving more freedom to the wear.
Another thing that he does is cut
all sorts of keys, but not just house
hold keys, even modern electronic
car keys, though he cannot recode
remotes Paul explained that the
modern keys still have to include
an electronic part to make them
work without the remote element,
having a spare or replacement key
made by him could see you saving
hundreds off the dealers prices.

Jokersauru
What’s the difference?

s

What makes more noise than a
dinosaur?
Two dinosaurs!
What do you call a dinosaur
who’s on time?
A Pronto-saurus.
What do you call a sleeping
dinosaur?
A dino-snore
What is it called when
dinosaurs get into car
accidents?
Tyrannosaurus wrecks
What do you call a dinosaur
that never stops talking?
A Dino-bore
What do you call a dinosaur
that eats fireworks?
A Dino-mite
What does a T-Rex eat?
Anything it wants

There are 5 to find...

Dino-saw all the answers?
ALLOSAURUS - BRONTOSAURUS
- DIPLODOCUS - ELALTITAN GUALICHO - MEGALOSAURUS
- OTHNIELIA - STEGOSAURUS TRICERATOPS - TYRANNOSAURUS
- VELOCIRAPTOR

T A L L O
S Y D U V
T U R I T
G O R A P
Q T F U N
H V P W A
T K F E I
J S E E A
K F L U N
V I R V T
A U I I E
S O H C I
I A M N M
S U R U A
G L V Y B

S
K
D
E
L
N
S
F
G
C
U
L
T
S
Y

A U R U S
Y F J U E
D Q O G Q
Y T A B B
H L F A R
O D F T Q
O D G T W
O S O A K
D G A C D
N W E U U
A Y P T R
A U G W S
C O X G O
O T N O R
P A E A H

M V S U
B E P Z
E L O E
A O T L
I C A A
Q I R L
O R E T
M A C I
T P I T
N T R A
S O T N
U R V R
O S G I
B B X L
J B W R
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Your Walkden Community

Walkden Food & Craft Markets
21st July
18th August
15th September
20th October
17th November

Events at Walkden Town Centre
We will be hosting a range of Summer
Activities!
22nd September Dinosaur Show in the Pop-up
Cinema
Halloween and Christmas events are being
planned, for this and all our events please check
our facebook feed for details

W

e consist of
a handful of
local volunteers
who are passionate about
raising community
pride and spirit in and
around the area we live.
Responsibilities our
volunteers undertake
include managing emails,
managing the social media
page, liaising with local
businesses and building
relationships with local
people.

Pop up Cinema Silver Screen Club
Twice a Month on Thursdays at 11am:
Showing from 5th July & 19th July, check
our facebook page for details of showings for
August and onwards

Walkden Community

Car Boot sales 1st Sunday of every month:
1st July, 5th August, 2nd September
21st July - Summer Festival

Walkden Library

Story Rhymetime Bring your baby or toddler to story-rhymetime
at Walkden Library on Tuesday mornings from
9.30am for Stories, rhymes, crafts and play

Bridgewater Canal
Bridgewater Weekender, Sunday 8th July
Enjoy our free festival of family fun,
entertainment, music, heritage and crafts at
Duke’s Drive
20th August - Incredible Insects

Walkden and Little Hulton Wellbeing
Festival
Saturday 21 July 2018
Includes an exhilarating climbing wall, bouncy
castles, sports, live music, dance, yummy food
and festivities
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We are always looking
for new volunteers who
can offer a helping hand,
this could be by attending
meetings and sharing ideas,
distributing posters to local
businesses or attending
our events. Volunteers can
gain access to training via
Salford CVS who Walkden
Community are members
of.
If you are interested in
getting involved please
email:
walkdencommunity2014@
gmail.com
Walkden Community’s
vision is to add to the value
of the community spirit
in and around Walkden.
Our tag line is ‘Raising
Community Pride and
Spirit’. We believe Walkden

has a great community
spirit which we are only
adding to.
This year’s summer festival
is promising to be bigger
and better than ever. The
date for your diary is
Saturday 21st July 12pm –
5pm. There will be a host
of FREE live entertainment
acts on the band stand
including Walkden and
Farnworth Brass Band,
inflatable activities, a
variety of food and craft
stalls, climbing wall,
donkeys, smoothie bikes,
bike maintenance stall and
hopefully great weather!
Walkden Town Centre have
kindly offered Walkden
Community space to run
a carboot sale on the 1st
Sunday of every month
from April – September.
It’s £10 per car, space for
approx 45 stalls, no booking
required just arrive at 8am
if you are selling and 9am
if you are buying. The
upcoming dates are: 1st
July, 5th Aug, 2nd Sept.
Moving forward there will
be future events in the
Walkden community and at
Walkden Town Centre too.
If you would like to know
more about what we do
and upcoming
activities,
please follow
our Walkden
Community
facebook page
to receive our
updates.

Store Directory
LOWER GROUND FLOOR
Timms & Parker Pharmacy
Start in Salford
Sue Ryder Care
Santander
The Vape Shop
Lloyds TSB Bank
Halifax
Coral
St Ann’s Hospice
Winders Carpets
Post Office
Heel & Key
Switched On
HD Nails
Kadva News
Jasmine Walne Design
Greggs
Albermarle Bond Pawnbrokers
Webbers Leisure
Specscart
GROUND FLOOR
Chrisella’s Cuts
Blades Barbers
Bright Nails
Yates & Suddell Opticians
Costa Coffee
J D Sports
Gamesbox
Pop Up Cinema (open for events only)
Mencap
BUSINESS HUB
Walkden Tax Shop
Joyo Audio
Yellow
Accessories for the Home
FIRST FLOOR
Club 3000 Bingo
Lowry’s Cafe
Ellesmere Embroidery
Clouds
Card Factory
Boots
Poundland
B&M
Tesco

PARADE STALLS
Saniya’s Brow Bar
Top Gifts
Photobooth
TABlites
THE MARKET HALL
A&B Pet Products
Forever Young
Scallywags
Walkden Hair Port
Kimberleys Krafts
Schone Beauty Salon
OUTSIDE
Purple Lounge
Quality Save
Marks and Spencer
Total Fitness
Poundstretcher
Pizza Hut
Poundland
Domino’s
Pets at Home
Aldi
Papa John’s
Fast Tan
Barnardo’s
Betfred
Tesco Petrol Filling Station
McDonalds
KFC
Subway
Address:
Walkden Town Centre, Bolton Road,
Walkden M28 3ZH
Centre Management Office: 0161 703 7992
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Bag a bargain at Walkden Town Centre with these coupons.

